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A linear problem of optimal control with quadratic quality criterion the diffe- 

rential constraints of which contain a small parameter accompanying some of 
the derivatives, is studied. It is shown that the solution of this problem with 

the small parameter tending to zero does itself tend to a solution of some pro- 

blem of optimal control of the same class. The integrated term in the functi- 

onal of this problem is constructed in a special manner and is not connected 
with the substitution of the root of the “degenerate” system into the function- 

al. When the controlled objects are described in an exact manner, mathema- 
tical models of high order often ensue. Discarding certain small constants (ti- 

me and mass constants, moments of inertia, etc.) yields equations of models 

of reduced order. A question arises of the correctness of such procedure in the 
sense of the nearness of the solutions of perturbed and unperturbed problems. 

Let us consider the following problem of optimal control: to find a continuous r- 
dimensional vector function u (t) which provides the functional 

a minimum on the trajectories of the system 

x’ = Al (t)x + Aa (t)z + B1 (t)u, z (0) = x0, z E En 

hz’ = A3 (t)r + A, (t)z + B, (t)u, z (0) = zo, z E Em 

Here h > 0 is a small parameter, T>O is a fixed number, the prime de- 

notes a transpose, all matrices are twice continuously differentiable on [0, T1, R (t) 
is a positive-definite matrix and D (t) is a positive-semi-definite matrix on [O, T], 
and F is a constant, positive-definite matrix. 

The system in (2) is singularly perturbed [l]. Voluminous literature exists dealing 
with singular perturbations in the problems of optimal control, and we mention [2,6] 
which are allied to the subject of the present paper. In the majority of papers studying 
the singular perturbations in the problem of optimal control, the limiting problem is 
obtained from the initial problem when the perturbing parameter is equal to zero. Be- 
low we establish that the limiting problem for (1). (2) cannot be obtained at h. = 0, 
but must be constructed in a special manner. 
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Let us denote by I (t, I.), z (t, A) the optimal trajectories, u (t. h) the op- 
timal control and by 1, the minimal value of the functional in the problem (l),(2). 

Theorem. Let 

1) rank [I?, (T), A, (T)BI (T), . . ., Aem-l (T)B, (T)l = m; 

2) The real pacts of the eigenvalues of the matrix & (t) ace negative for t E [0, 

T]. Then for h -_, 0 we have 

3 (t, h) + I (t) uniformly in t = [OS TII c [O, T]; 
z (t, h) + I? (t) uniformly in t = ITo TII c [O, T]; 
u (t, h) --f ii (t) uniformly in t = 10, TII C [O, TJ; IA -j 1 

Here z (t) and ii (t) denote the optimal trajectory and control, while I is the mini- 
mum value of the functional in the following problem of optimal control: 

2’ = (A, (t) - Aa (t)Aa-1 (t)& (t))Z + (B, (t) - AB (t)Ad-1 (t)B, (t))& (3) 
z (0) = 50 

T 

I(L+l ' 2 I (~)(P,--F,F,-l~',')i.(T)+~ 
s 

@'D'(t) i + ii’R (t) ii) dt (4) 

0 

B(t) = -AI-~ (t)[& (t)z (t) + &I (t)E (t)l 

Proof. We know [7] that the optimal control in the problem (l), (2) has the 
form 

u (t, h) = - R-l K, (ti A) hK,(t, h) x (t, A) 
AK, (t, h) IKs (t, h) Ill II 2 (t, h) 

where the blocks q (t, A), i = 1, 2, 3 Cf$CeSent the solution of the following Cauohy 
problem (see [2,3,5,61): 

dK,/dt = -K,A1 - A1’K, - K,As - AS’K,’ $ K,S,K, + K,S,K,’ + 
K,S,‘K, f KBSSKB’ - D, K, (T) = F, 

h 
dKz - = - KIA, - K2A, - hA,‘K2 - AS’Ks + AK,S,K, + KJ&-s + 

dt 

hK&;K, + K$S,K,, K2 (T) = + F2 

& 
dK, 

- - - AK,‘A2-- hA,‘K,- KsAI-- A,‘K, + PKz’S,K, f 
dt - 

hK;S2K, + hK,S<K2 -I- K,S,K,, KS (T) = + Fs 

(S, = BIR-IB1’, S, = BIR-lB,‘, S8 = BBR-IB2’) 

Similarly, for the problem (3). (4) we have 

ii (t) = -R-l%‘g (t)z (t) 

dW -_- -_- 
dt=-KA -AE+KSK-D, i?(T) = F, - F.#3-‘F, 

(B = B1 - AaA;IB,, _if = A, - AaA,IAs, s = BR-lg’) 
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Following the arguments in [6] and taking Condition 2 of the theorem into account. we 
can show that the following limit~g passages take place uniformly in t E [0, T,] c 

IO, Tl as h-0 

K, (t, h) -+ x1 (t) s x (t) 

KS (t, h) -+ & (t) zz -x @)A% (t)A4-1 (E) (5) 

KS (t, h) -+ z3 (t) z 0 

To show this, it is sufficient to establish that 
0 

det 
1s 

exp(-AA,(T)s)S,(T) exp(-AAql(T)a)ds #0 
(6) -03 

The inequality (6) follows from Condition 1 of the theorem. Indeed, Condition 1 is eq- 

uivalent [8] to the ~ondi~on 

rank 144 (T), --A, (W% (2%. . ., (-A, (Z’))m-1B2 (T)] = m 

and the last condition represents the criterion of complete controllability 

autonomous system 
[8] of the 

The second criterion of complete controllability of the system [‘I] is given by the con- 

dition a 

det 
(1 

=P (4 (Tf 4 4 (Tf &’ (T) exp (A; (T) S) &S 
0 1 

+ o (8) 

where o, is a positive number. By virtue of the positive definiteness of R (T) it fol- 
lows from (8) that 

det 
1s 

Lexp(A,(T)s)S,(T)exp(A,.os)ds +o 
0 1 

Further, we have 

0 

s 
exp (- A,(T) S) S3 (T) exp (- A 4’ (77 8) ds = 

-0i) 
a 

s 
exp (~,(~)s)~,(~~e~p(A;(T)sfds.t- 

0 
03 

\ exp (A4 (T) s) 53 (T) exp (-44’ (T) $) as 
a 

Now the Minkowski inequality implies the validity of the inequality (6) for the deter- 
minant of the sum of the positive-definite matrices [9]. 

The optimal trajectories z (t, h), z (t, h) are solutions of the problem 

I’ = (A, - S,K1 - S,K,‘)x + (As - h&K, - SeK&, z (0) = 5Q 

?a’ = (A, - S,‘K1 - SsK2’)s + (A4 - hS2’K2 - S8KS)z, z (0) = 20 



Using the Tikhonov theorem [I] and taking into account (5) we find that when h -+ 0 

= (t, h) I, X0 W uniformly in t E 10, Tll C [O, Tl9 and z (t, ii) + 2, (t) 

uniformly in t ea [TO, !Z’J c [O, Tl where 

’ = (A, - S,& - S&‘)zo + A&, 

ii'= (A 

PO (0) = ~0 

8 - S,'& - S,fi;,')~o + A4T0 

Eliminating zo from the above system and taking into account the expressions for ~7. 
and Xz we find, that 

Zo’ = (A - SX)z,, F. (0) = z. 

i. e. z. (t) f z (t). This completes the proof of the first assertion of the theorem. 

We have 

PO = -Al;l(As - s,'g + Ss (A*')-ldl'@ = -_A;1 [dg - 

-B&t-z (Bx’ - Bg' (d;)-~ds')fif = -d,1(d,z + ZQi)= E 

and this proves the second assertion of the theorem. 

The third assertion follows directly from the previous two, and from the form of the 

optimal controls u (t, h), ii (t). We know that [8] 

z, 
f - 

f=~xO'K(o)xo 

and this implies the validity of the last assertion of the theorem. 

Notes. 1”. Similar results can be obtained for a more general quadratic fun- 

ctional (1) using the arguments of [2-4,6] and changing the corresponding conditions of 

the theorem. 
2”. In the case F, = 0, Fs # 0 the limiting problem can be ob- 

tained by substituting the root ; into the system and Z (T) = 0 into the functional. 
If on the other hand Fz and us are zero matrices, the limiting problem will be ob- 

tained at h = 0 from the initial problem as in [2,4]. 
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